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Nowadays, parents are looking for their children’s inborn skills to improve their abilities. It is accepted 
that if children have special talents in the art or sports they have more chances to success. The 
contentious issue is that to what extent we can rely on hard work and teaching to become proficient 
sportsman or artists without any special genius.  

On the one hand we know about the people who were proficient in their majors because of their special 
talents such as Beethoven, Shakespeare as well as Maradona who are famous in art and sport. Children 
have their own skills and if parents improve these talents, they can be successful in their life. That is 
why, some institutes are working in on thorough aptitude tests of children’s characters in order to not 
only finding their capabilities, but also help them flourish them.

On the other hand, talents are like seeds which need to be cultivated in order to yield and if one is not 
willing to put in the work to harvest their talent, then the gifts itself themselves are essentially 
useless. Having special talents, football superstars are improved their ability by striving and 
exhausting exercises. For example the students who are registered in music school because of their 
aptitude, exercise and learn under the high quality of learning criteria to become a professional 
musician. That’s why some groups believe though having inborn skills are useful and important, but 
hard working and proper learning are essential and can reimburse campensate lack of talents 
among the children.

To my mind, although combination ofif talent and hard work going hand in hand it will provide better 
results, but people can overcome their lack of inborn skills by hard perseverance; conversely, talents 
without hone honing your skills areis futile and cannot result in success.


